The writer [l] has proved that every permutation on the numbers of the finite field GFiq) is generated by the special permutations (1) x"~2, ax + ß (a, ßEGFiq), a ^ 0).
Let F denote an arbitrary field. Define the function far1 (* G F, x j¿ 0),
Clearly x* defines a permutation of F.
The following theorem holds. where a is a fixed nonzero number of F. It is easily verified that gix) represents the transposition (0a). Let G = GiF) denote the group consisting of all finite products tit2 ■ • • t", where the t$ are arbitrary transpositions iaß). As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 we have Theorem 2. The group G is generated by the special permutations (3).
